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ADVANCE TITLE INFORMATION
SIMPLY BRILLIANT BBQ
by Oliver Sievers
CONTENT:
Plancha grilling is simply fun. What's more, it's incredibly sociable and easy to prepare short
roasts on the popular “ring of fire” in the midst of guests. And if you don't want to invest in a new
appliance, you can usually pimp your existing grill with a fire plate - and your new favourite
barbecue is ready. You can tell from the recipes of barbecue professional Oliver Sievers that he
is also an enthusiastic plancha griller ... simply ingenious, simply delicious!
The author and his team, the BBQ Wiesels, had won the WBQA World BBQ Championship in
2017, the first German team to win this prestigious award. They regularly compete in grilling
contests worldwide. His book “Simply brilliant BBQ” (published in March 2020) has sold more than
20,000 copies since.

Rights all available
SPECIFICATIONS:
128 pages
many coloured photographs
paperback
trim size 185 x 225 mm
retail price: € 12.99
ISBN 978-3-96664-562-1
Publication: March 2023
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ADVANCE TITLE INFORMATION
SIMPLY BRILLIANT BBQ
by Oliver Sievers
CONTENT:
Tacos, burritos, enchiladas and what they are all called - the diverse filled South American dough
patties made of corn or wheat flour have become an indispensable part of European menus and
are also becoming increasingly popular on the barbecue scene. Oliver Sievers, the self-confessed
“taco maniac”, shows us in his latest book how easy it is to prepare the incredibly delicious filled
tortilla patties.
The author and his team, the BBQ Wiesels, had won the WBQA World BBQ Championship in
2017, the first German team to win this prestigious award. They regularly compete in grilling
contests worldwide. His book “Simply brilliant BBQ” (published in March 2020) has sold more than
20,000 copies since.

Rights all available
SPECIFICATIONS:
128 pages
many full colour photographs
paperback
trim size 185 x 225 mm
retail price: € 12.99
ISBN 978-3-96664-563-8
Publication: March 2023
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ADVANCE TITLE INFORMATION

by Tom Heinzle
CONTENT:
Tom Heinzle, one of Austria’s leading experts on grilling and BBQ and author of six BBQ books
presents his selection of quick and easy but delicious dishes to be prepared on the grill in no time.
For all those being in a hurry but not wanting to do without the special savory taste of BBQ, he
has compiled a varied range of recipes including burgers, tacos, skewers and wraps and for which
he uses either meat, fish or vegetables to prepare a quick meal. And for those who still have an
appetite they can look forward to some delicious desserts.
The author, Tom Heinzle is known as "the innovative griller". He is dedicated to the fusion of
traditional and new inventive culinary approaches. He lives in Vorarlberg, Austria, where he
competes regularly in national and international grilling championships as captain of his own grillteam.

Rights all available

SPECIFICATIONS:
128 pages
many colour photographs
softcover
trim size 185 x 225 mm
retail price: € 19,99
ISBN 978-3-96664-590-4
Publication: April 2023
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ADVANCE TITLE INFORMATION

KAMADO CHARCOAL GRILLS
TECHNIQUES & RECIPES
by Oliver Sievers
CONTENT:
The hype surrounding the brawny kamados is unbroken, for more and more barbecue enthusiasts
it has long since become the main BBQ device for more and more barbecue enthusiasts. BBQ
world champion and bestseller author Oliver Sievers takes a closer look the four top dogs - Big
Green Egg, Monolith, Kamado Joe and The Bastard – and shows what's in which appliance
and how to achieve optimal grilling results. It's not just about handling and technology, but also
accessories that have become part of the ceramic grill family. The comprehensive manual is
rounded off by numerous recipes that show the range of possible uses of the Kamados.
The author and his team, the BBQ Wiesels, had won the WBQA World BBQ Championship in
2017, the first German team to win this prestigious award. They regularly compete in grilling
contests worldwide. His previous books have sold more than 90,000 copies.

Rights all available

SPECIFICATIONS:
224 pages
more than 200 photographs
● hardcover
● trim size 227 x 287 mm
● retail price: € 39.95
● ISBN 978-3-96664-519-5
● Publication: November 2022
●
●
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ADVANCE TITLE INFORMATION

BRAND NEW
SMOKER
by Ted Aschenbrandt
CONTENT:
Ted Aschenbrandt published his first book on smokers about 12 years ago. At the time no one
would have suspected that it would become the absolute bible for smoker enthusiasts with more
than 70.000 copies sold. This new book takes this subject further and provides a complete new
overview on everything you need to know about the art of smoking.
How do you choose the right smoker? Which are the proper tools, the right fuels and the smoking
woods? And how will you master the essential techniques to get the mouthwatering results you
hope for? You will find all the answers in here. And last but not least, a selection of great recipes
will round up this fantastic new bible on everything SMOKER.
The author: As a freelance BBQ expert, Karsten "Ted" Aschenbrandt runs his own grilling
workshops and is responsible for product tests commissioned by notable manufacturers of grilling
and smoking devices. He is team leader of the German BBQ sports club, managing their
participation in grilling events worldwide.

Rights all available
SPECIFICATIONS:
208 pages
many full colour photographs
● softcover
● trim size 227 x 287 mm
● retail price: € 35
● ISBN 978-3-96664-533-1
● Publication: January 2023
●
●
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ADVANCE TITLE INFORMATION
LAND & WERKEN SERIES:

HOMEMADE SAUSAGES
FROM VENISON
by Carsten Bothe
CONTENT:
For all lovers of venison – without any doubt the healthiest best tasting red meat – professional
hunter and outdoor expert Carsten Bothe presents a new book showing how little effort it can take
to actually make your own sausages from it.
He thoroughly explains what kind of equipment is required, where to obtain your meat and what
kind of spices and other ingredients are allowed or even essential. Numerous step-by-step images
guide you through the sausage making process.
The author is not only a trained army officer and skilled hunter, but also a studied biologist, who
has been engaged in exploring expeditions in Canada, the United States and New Zealand. He
runs workshops on campfire cooking (and crafting) and has published numerous titles on outdoor
skills with more than 300,000 copies sold.

Rights all available
SPECIFICATIONS:
120 pages
many full colour photographs
● softcover
● trim size 183 x 225 mm
● retail price: € 16.99
● ISBN 978-3-96664-523-2
● Publication: November 2022
●
●
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ADVANCE TITLE INFORMATION
CAST IRON COOKBOOK:

HOMEMADE BREAD
by Gabriele Rosenbaum
CONTENT:
Bread baking is experiencing a real renaissance, many hobby bakers are venturing into flour,
trying out and cultivate their home-grown sourdough. If you want the crust as crispy and the crumb
as elastic as the baker you trust, sooner or later you'll end up with a cast iron pot. Here the dough
has the ideal conditions to come out of the home oven as a perfect loaf of bread. No matter what
kind of bread you are preparing - yeast or sourdough, savoury or sweet - everything succeeds in
the cast iron pot! Try out these 45 delicious recipes and you will never end up in a bakery any
more!
The author has a university degree obtained in Germany and the United States and has been
working as a print (head of department) and TV editor. She has already published several
cookbooks and travel guides. Today she works as a freelance journalist covering subjects like
cookery, wine and travel.

Rights all available

SPECIFICATIONS:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

128 pages
many full colour photographs
softcover
trim size 183 x 225 mm
retail price: € 14.99
ISBN 978-3-96664-521-8
Publication: November 2022
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ADVANCE TITLE INFORMATION

HARRY POTTER UNOFFICIAL
TAVERN COOKBOOK
by Tom Grimm
CONTENT:
Madam Rosmerta does not only serve butter beer, mulled mead and gillywater at The Three
Broomsticks, but also holds a fine menu of savoury snacks and pub dishes for students of the
neighbouring Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry, driven by hunger and thirst into the
rustic tavern located in Hogsmeade.
Tom Grimm, the acknowledged connoisseur of all things Harry Potter and Hogwarts, author of
four bestselling unofficial cookbooks, presents a new compilation of more than 50 tasty recipes
right out of the cosy, smoky and welcoming vaults of The Three Broomsticks or snacks and treats
served at the Hog’s Head or the Leaky Cauldron. Recipes include bangers & mash, shepherd’s
pie, smoked turkey legs or spare ribs, with desserts such as treacle tart or butterbeer potted
cream. Just head inside and prepare a warm hearty meal!
The author, who has been working as a journalist, editor and translator, is also a trained chef
and therefore knows how to adopt his passion for literature, movies and games to the culinary
world.

Rights all available

SPECIFICATIONS:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

160 pages
many full colour photographs
hardcover
trim size: 189 x 230 mm
retail price € 19.99
ISBN 978-3-96664-513-3
Publication: April 2023
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TITLE INFORMATION

QUICK DISHES WITHOUT
THE FIXES
by Sandra Franitza
CONTENT:
For all those who try to avoid recipe mixes or so-called Fixes Sandra Franitza is there to help.
When she started her Blog in 2014 she never expected to get over 100.000 followers in a very
short time. This is her latest cookbook on the most favourite subject from her Blog: popular recipes
without the Fixes.
Originating from her own food blog and responding to her followers’ enquiries, this colourful book
presents more than 40 recipes such as paprika cream escalope, Mediterranean meatballs,
creamy onion chicken, or leek and cheese soup, all of them prepared with justifiable expenditure
of time and only natural ingredients.
The author started her blog (https://sandraskochblog.de) in 2014 which now contains over 500
articles on the subject of recipes and nutrition, mainly Low-carb. She also runs an Instagram
account with more than 60,000 followers and can be seen on YouTube and Facebook.

Rights all available

SPECIFICATIONS:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

112 pages
many full colour photographs
softcover
trim size: 165 x 200 mm
retail price € 12.99
ISBN 978-3-96664-522-5
Published August 2022
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ADVANCE TITLE INFORMATION

HISTAMINE INTOLERANCE
COOKBOOK
by Ana Hansel und Melina Neumann
CONTENT:
In their first book the authors, themselves affected by histamine intolerance and founders of an
online company supporting likewise affected people, explain how people can find ways to lead an
almost normal life in terms of nutrition. They show how easy it is to prepare tasty meals throughout
the day which pay attention to their special requirements.
The book begins with explaining the origins and indications of histamine intolerance (against the
background of their personal experience), describing the different categories of food making an
impact here. They supply an overview on numerous foods, qualifying them as low in histamine
(well tolerable), high in histamine (to be avoided as far as possible) or those on which a final
evaluation is still not possible.
They further present a beautiful range of delicious recipes to be prepared effortlessly in
consideration of the different food categories.
The authors have decided to take their fate into their own hands after many years of fruitless
medical consultations and wrong diagnosis. Their company HistaFit (www.histafit.de) supports
people also affected on their way to new health and wellbeing through online workshops and
nutritional counselling. Melina has a university degree in health management, and Ana is a stateapproved nutritionist.

Rights all available
SPECIFICATIONS:
224 pages
many full colour photographs
hardback
trim size 203 x 254 mm
retail price: € 29.95
ISBN 978-3-96664-585-0
Publication: February 2023
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ADVANCE TITLE INFORMATION
LAND & WERKEN SERIES:

THE DIABETIC-FRIENDLY
GARDEN
by Cornelia Gutjahr
CONTENT:
Diabetes is a widespread disease and there are about 285 million people worldwide who suffer
from this metabolic illness. Type 1 and type 2 diabetes require different therapies, but exercise
and above all a balanced diet are elementary for both.
Cornelia Gutjahr, the author of this new volume introduces vegetables, fruits and herbs that can
be grown in the home garden and can lower blood sugar levels or even prevent diabetes. This is
mainly due to two plant substances called luteolin and apigenin, which both prevent fat storage
and can have positive effects on the metabolism.
The author is a graduated agrarian engineer with an additional economists degree. She loves
nature and is an enthusiast gardener, focusing on vegetables and flowers.

Rights all available

SPECIFICATIONS:
80 pages
many full colour photographs
softcover
trim size 183 x 225 mm
retail price: € 12.99
ISBN 978-3-96664-564-5
Publication: March 2023
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ADVANCE TITLE INFORMATION
LAND & WERKEN SERIES:

YOUR SELF-SUFFICIENT
BACKYARD GARDEN
by Cornelia Gutjahr
CONTENT:
Self-sufficiency in food is not a recent invention. Today, the most important motivations are the
desire for higher quality produce and the desire to lighten the burden on one's wallet. Such
savings can often be realised with just a few kitchen herbs to an extent that some people do not
think possible.
The first step is to analyse what capacities are available in terms of time, space, soil quality,
storage possibilities and, if necessary, the prerequisites for largely species-appropriate animal
husbandry. Cornelia Gutjahr guides you step-by-step to your own self-sufficient garden.
The author is a graduated agrarian engineer with an additional economists degree. She loves
nature and is an enthusiast gardener, focusing on vegetables and flowers.

Rights all available

SPECIFICATIONS:
120 pages
many full colour photographs
softcover
trim size 183 x 225 mm
retail price: € 14.99
ISBN 978-3-96664-565-2
Publication: March 2023
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ADVANCE TITLE INFORMATION
LAND & WERKEN SERIES:

GARLIC & ONIONS
by Cornelia Gutjahr
CONTENT:

Kitchen onions, shallots, garlic, wild garlic and co. are not only a must as a vegetable and
seasoning plant in the kitchen, but also have positive effects on the body. The best reason to take
a closer look at these indispensable roots.
The plants are presented with a brief historical outline, tips on gardening, storage and use. In
addition, Conny Gutjahr shows a diverse range of traditional and current recipes.
In home medicine, garlic, bear's garlic and onions are the super talents among the Allium species;
for example, they lower blood pressure, inhibit bacteria, strengthen the immune system and
stimulate fat burning.
The author is a graduated agricultural engineer with an additional economists degree. She loves
nature and is an enthusiast gardener, focusing on vegetables and flowers.

Rights all available
SPECIFICATIONS:
120 pages
many colour photographs
● softcover
● trim size 183 x 225 mm
● retail price: € 14.99
● ISBN 978-3-96664-525-6
● Publication: February 2023
●
●
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ADVANCE TITLE INFORMATION
LAND & WERKEN SERIES:

HOW TO FEED YOUR
GARDEN BIRDS
by Michael Wink
CONTENT:
Conservationists and bird lovers alike do agree that we should indeed feed our garden birds all
year long. Plus a feeding station gives us the chance to observe them from close by. This is
especially true for children and young people, who have less and less opportunities to observe
and experience nature. Most passionate conservationists started out as avid birdwatchers in
winter.
However there are some questions that arise when you feed birds throughout the year: When
should you offer which kind of food, which food is appropriate for which kind of bird, how should
you offer the food and what are the restrictions at feeding young birds?
These questions and many more are fully answered in this beautiful volume, which also offers
many practical tips and instructions.

Rights all available
SPECIFICATIONS:
80 pages
many colour photographs
● softcover
● trim size 183 x 225 mm
● retail price: € 12.99
● ISBN 978-3-96664-529-4
● Publication: August 2023
●
●
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ADVANCE TITLE INFORMATION

BUCKET LIST FOR BUSHCRAFTER
150 SKILLS YOU SHOULD KNOW
by Carsten Bothe
CONTENT:
In this new bucket list, hunter, biologist, outdoor enthusiast and former trapper Carsten Bothe
presents 150 skills that a true bushcrafter and wilderness lover must know. The book is divided
into 52 weeks, so that the most beautiful hobby in the world can be indulged in all year round. Of
course, you can also spend the night in the snow in July if you have a suitable mountain nearby!
The activities and tips are divided into vital, important, convenient, nice-to-have and fun. The todos are selected in a way that they are all about the same amount of work. In addition, once a
month there is an overnight stay and a list of equipment that can be compiled bit by bit, depending
on your own needs and budget.
The author runs workshops on campfire cooking and crafting and has published numerous titles
on campfire cooking and outdoor skills with more than 300,000 copies sold.

Rights all available
SPECIFICATIONS:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

128 pages
many b&w illustrations
paperback
trim size 168 x 210 mm
retail price: € 12.99
ISBN 978-3-96664-566-9
Publication: April 2023
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TITLE INFORMATION

BUCKET LIST FOR
TOLKIEN FANS
250 THINGS F@NT@SY ENTHUSI@STS MUST H@VE
EXPERIENCED
by Tom Grimm
CONTENT:
The fantastic realms created by J.R.R. Tolkien keeps readers enchanted all over the world . The
Lord of the Rings and The Hobbit are among the most famous and popular fantastic tales ever
written. This new bucket list supplies a great selection of 250 ideas and projects every committed
Tolkien follower should have put into practice, accessing new perspectives on the worlds of
hobbits, dwarfs, goblins, magicians, and elves.
Inhabitants of middle earth are called to explore real hobbit caves, learn to speak the Elvish
tongue, or just try a slice of lembas bread! Open up to an exciting range of fun and inpiring ideas!
The author, a trained chef who has been working as a journalist, editor and translator, has
published numerous successful books based on fantastic literature and films, as well as guides
on computer and video games.

Rights sold: English world

SPECIFICATIONS:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

128 pages
many b&w illustrations
paperback, colour-edge
trim size 168 x 210 mm
retail price: € 12.99
ISBN 978-3-96664-509-6
Published August 2022
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TITLE INFORMATION

BUCKET LIST FOR TREKKIES
250 THINGS ST@R TREK ENTHUSI@STS MUST H@VE
EXPERIENCED
by Lieven L. Litaer
CONTENT:
Besides learning the Klingon language (which is in fact the author’s own speciality), this bucket
list supplies a fancy choice of adventures to be completed by every real Trekkie, for instance
riding the world’s first and only Star Trek rollercoaster, visiting the Golden Gate bridge (a constant
famous setting of numerous films and episodes), or celebrating Captain Picard’s Day on June
16th.
Let’s get inspired by the author’s challenging ideas, always with a wink of the eye!
The author, of Belgian origin, is an expert on Star Trek and especially the Klingon language for
more than 20 years now. As one of the few people worldwide being able to speak Klingon fluently,
he has just published the Klingon language workbook at HEEL Verlag.

Rights all available

SPECIFICATIONS:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

128 pages
many b&w illustrations
paperback
trim size 168 x 210 mm
retail price: € 12.99
ISBN 978-3-96664-531-7
Published September 2022
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TITLE INFORMATION

BABY BUCKET LIST
FOR NEW PARENTS
100 FUN THINGS TO DO
FOR @N UNFORGETT@BLE FIRST YE@R
by Stephanie Fischer
CONTENT:
This inspiring bucket list is a charming gift for new parents: the exciting and challenging weeks
and months after the arrival of a new baby will be well remembered through following a selection
of 100 lovely ideas appropriate to make a very special keepsake journal.
No matter if creating a treasure box with first dummy, romper suit or toddler shoes, ticking of the
first family celebration survived safely, or documenting the first solid meal – this memory book will
accompany parents through an unforgettable time!
The author runs her own PR agency. She has already published a tear off-calendar for couples
as well as the Bucket List for Honeymooners, and is further preparing a Bucket List for retirees.

Rights all available

SPECIFICATIONS:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

128 pages
many b&w illustrations
paperback
trim size 168 x 210 mm
retail price: € 12.99
ISBN 978-3-96664-532-4
Published September 2022
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TITLE INFORMATION

BUCKET LIST FOR YOUR RETIREMENT
222 FUN THINGS FOR MEN TO ENJOY IN RETIREMENT
by Stephanie Fischer
CONTENT:
You work for decades towards retirement, look forward to the free time and all the nice things you
will do then, and when the day comes - bang, you often don't know what to do with yourself…
This bucket list can help!
The perfect gift to start the new phase of life; full of creative ideas to ease the start and look
forward to retirement in a positive way. Why not, for example, attend a cooking class, go away
spontaneously for the weekend or lie down in a deck chair when the weather is nice ... and just
sit for as long as you like. The motto of this book: Enjoy your life to the fullest, you only live once!
The author runs her own PR agency. She has already published a tear off-calendar for couples
as well as Bucket Lists for Honeymooners and new parents.

Rights all available

SPECIFICATIONS:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

128 pages
many b&w illustrations
paperback
trim size 168 x 210 mm
retail price: € 12.99
ISBN 978-3-96664-536-2
Published August 2022
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ADVANCE TITLE INFORMATION

SHOE CARE BIBLE
by Kim Himer
CONTENT:
Why should you care for shoes? Why do well-maintained shoes shine? How do you remove mould
from shoes? Is saddle soap also suitable for shoes? If you want to know this and much more
about shoe care, this volume by custom shoemaker Kim Himer is just the right book. It features
the full range of care products (with brief information on the various manufacturers) and
equipment required, and provides step-by-step instructions to illustrate the respective techniques.
A practical and handy guide with a wealth of information plus tips and tricks on how to maintain
shoes for everyone.
The author Kim Himer, born 1987, learned the customised shoemaking trade from her father
Axel Himer, Germany’s leading expert for custom-made shoes who used to supply celebrities and
royals. She completed her degree in Munich. When Kim Himer opened her own shop in 2008,
she was Germany's youngest self-employed bespoke shoemaker.

Rights all available
SPECIFICATIONS:
128 pages
many full colour photographs
softcover
trim size 165 x 210 mm
retail price: € 9.99
ISBN 978-3-96664-320-7
Publication: February 2023
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ADVANCE TITLE INFORMATION

FROM CARAVAN TO
TINY HOUSE
by Stella Boda
CONTENT:
Due to the special challenges caused by the pandemic situation of the recent years people started
to look for special retreats they could afford nonetheless, and for many of them a caravan on a
campsite meant a perfect hideaway.
This book offers great instructions on how to convert and redesign a caravan into a cosy and
functional place. The author has been converting these vehicles for quite a few years, her ideas
are easy to follow while comprehensively explained. An efficient scheduling with a reasonable
evaluation of work and time expenditure forms the basis for it plus finding the required materials,
use the proper tools and all other necessary equipment.
The author is a professional photographer who discovered her enthusiasm for old caravans at
her friends’ camping site during the first lockdown due to Covid. Today she runs her own
company, converting and refurbishing old camper vans, wagons and caravans equipping them
with a new and individual charm and atmosphere.

Rights all available

SPECIFICATIONS:
160 pages
many full colour photographs
● hardcover
● trim size 203 x 254 mm
● retail price: € 26
● ISBN 978-3-96664-546-1
● Publication: January 2023
●
●
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ADVANCE TITLE INFORMATION

FISHING JOURNAL
AN ILLUSTRATED DIARY & LOGBOOK
by Markus Bötefür Ph.D.
CONTENT:
This combined diary and notebook is dedicated to anglers who want to keep track of their fishing
trips and catches. Beautifully illustrated, it supplies space for everything a fisherman needs to
remember – such as water levels, temperatures, or any kind of weather conditions – in order to
optimize his future fishing success.
The attractive volume is equipped with appealing artistic imagery like woodblock prints,
copperplate engravings and contemporary postcard pictures, along with additional features like
anglers’ stories and anecdotes dating from former centuries, including old time recipes on the
preparation of fish. With its comprehensive and unique approach this volume makes a great gift
for experienced anglers as well as novices!
The author is an acknowledged journalist focused on fishing for more than three decades, with
16 books published on the subject so far. He contributes to a dozen of magazines covering fishing
and hunting.

Rights all available
SPECIFICATIONS:
128 pages
illustrated throughout
● hardcover
● trim size 170 x 240 mm
● retail price: € 14.99
● ISBN 978-3-96664-528-7
● Publication: spring 2023
●
●
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Please also ask for our current rights guide on

TRANSPORT & COLLECTIBLES

If you like to receive our regular newsletter please send us an e-mail to get on our
mailing list.
Karin Michelberger
k.michelberger@heel-verlag.de
Stephanie Becker-Barth
s.becker-barth@heel-verlag.de
Corinna Roeger
c.roeger@heel-verlag.de

If you need any other information, brochures, pdf files or sample copies please don’t
hesitate to ask.

